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About This Game
Welcome to your new line of work, pilot.
TUNNEL DIVERS is an online free to play action game featuring futuristic space fighters that are specialized in destroying h
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Really fun 2D shooter, for me it feels faster than other 2D shooters i've played but it gets fun after you learn it. Online mode is
pretty much dead, but there is a single player campaign to keep you entertained. Or you can make a server with bots to play PvP
game modes.. Pretty fun game! I haven't played much as of yet, but I will definately be playing more n the future. It's a free
game, so you might as well try it.. Terrible Controls. Rest of the game (what I saw, the camera's wack too) seems fine though..
Good fast-pace game! Just wish it had more players. By CriticOogaly -==========- A fast pace, setting in space full of
bundles of fun, weighing to a ton, with easy yet energetic movement, sets the player wide for improvement. Battle fast, be the
first but not the last.. TUNNEL DIVERS reminds me a little of very old and fun game - Chase Ace. This one have really
enjoyable campaign and multiplayer mode, with lots of missions and maps to play, you have plenty of options to customize
ships and it's FREE TO PLAY.. This game was A BLAST ! Literally i had alot of fun playing it even if it lookd very simple ,
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the art style reminds me of the 90s and the art for the game is cute even if its made in MS paint (good one) , Anyway I did
Review on The Game At , -Nicoplia. Using a game maker game it well is really good for one Runs smooth Even with a low
quality CPU like mine! Just Im kinda addicted now

Tunnel Divers Gather - This Sunday (2/11) : Hi, I'd like to make a gather for this sunday. If you don't know what that is, its
when our small playerbase gets together to playtest the game. I would like to schedule it Sunday, 12PM MST time. Google can
convert time zones for you. [www.google.com] I'll post another announcement when I'm about to play.. TUNNEL DIVERS
v0.9.1 is now available : Dev Log. TUNNEL DIVERS will be released on July 6th : Hi! Here's a release date for you. Once the
summer sale has passed, I'd like to release this game and call it finished for now. I have a few ideas for content updates, but I
think the game is in a really good spot for release so I'd rather do that first before breaking something. I'm not expecting a huge
rush of players, but it'd be certainly be cool to see one. I enjoyed making this game and I learned a lot, so whatever happens I'll
be okay with it. I'm happy to just have 2 games on the market instead of just one, and it makes me feel a lot less like a one trick
pony. Thank you all who have all helped test the game. I'm sorry Early Access wasn't exciting but you were a great help in any
case.. TUNNEL DIVERS now available on GameJolt : Today I worked on getting this game onto other non-Steam platforms,
starting with GameJolt. While GameJolt users can't use the Workshop, or buy the DLC, I think if it picks up it can supply a
good stream of F2P players regardless if they want to convert to the Steam version or not. If you want to check out the GameJolt
version, go here: It supports GameJolt trophies (they're the same as the Steam achievements) and cloud saving, based on your
GameJolt account. Keep in mind it WON'T transfer your Steam save over. I might add an import feature later, but it'd probably
be for importing to Steam from GameJolt. Since we're slowly approaching release, this can mark the beginning at my attempts
to market the game. I'm not very good at it. My eyes are set on itch.io next because their API looks useful but we will see..
Happy Early Access Day!! : Hello!! Whether you're a fan of mine or coming from the Steam community I welcome you to one
of my insane little pet projects. Today is the first day of Early Access for TUNNEL DIVERS, and I have worked very hard to
make sure the game is playable before even releasing it as such But I am a 1-man development team, I don't have a dedicated
QA team, just friends and volunteers. So there will be bugs and server problems to resolve, so please be patient with my
constant hot fixing and server rebooting as I try to fix stuff for you. If you have any feedback, please stop by the forums. And if
you like my game and want to show support, please consider purchasing the DLC to help out. Don't mind the TUNNEL
EDITOR DLC as that DLC is disabled, you only need the VIP Access DLC to get everything.. Early Access + DLC Changes :
Alright my dudes. we're on the homestretch. TUNNEL DIVERS Early Access will be available October 13th. Once Early
Access is released, the DLC will NO longer be free. To use the map editor and other features, it will need to be purchased.
There will be frequent free weekends following Early Access however. With that being said, there is good news about the DLC:
I have merged both DLCs into one, so owning VIP Access will also give you the map editor. The Map editor only DLC is no
more. However I also increased the price on the VIP DLC from 6 USD to 10 USD. Overall, thats still cheaper then the total of
12 USD you had to pay for both. Remember it is NOT pay to win like I promised, you have no obligation to buy it beyond
supporting me and getting the features for it. Lastly, you can still apply for the beta and get the Beta ship pattern that will ONLY
be available to those who played in the beta. If you haven't played the beta in a while, I'd start up the game now to make sure
you have it. You don't need to unlock the pattern to have it available post-beta.. TUNNEL DIVERS v0.8.3 is now available :
Dev Log. Early Access Dev Log #1 : So I figured now I have a bit of an audience I could start writing dev logs again.
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